), or when alpha-factor is added to α α cells (Table 1) . We conclude that addition of alpha-factor to cells of the opposite mating type can induce the formation of reactive oxygen species, a marker of programmed cell death. We titrated the concentration of pheromone and monitored the appearance of shmoos, morphological markers of mating. We found that reactive oxygen species induction requires approximately 10-fold higher 
fluoresce, whereas no fluorescing cells are found either in the absence of pheromone ( Figure  1A ), or when alpha-factor is added to α α cells (Table 1) . We conclude that addition of alpha-factor to cells of the opposite mating type can induce the formation of reactive oxygen species, a marker of programmed cell death. We titrated the concentration of pheromone and monitored the appearance of shmoos, morphological markers of mating. We found that reactive oxygen species induction requires approximately 10-fold higher Figure 1D shows that ~ 30% of the a cells are dead after 3.5 hr of treatment with alpha-factor (100 µ µg/ml), and DNA is being degraded as shown by TUNEL ( Figure 1B ) and FACS ( Figure 1B,C) . These data indicate that pheromone-induced cell death shows some features of programmed cell death in higher organisms.
TUNEL staining
We also examined the pathway for development of pheromoneinduced programmed cell death. The mating response activates the MAP kinase pathway, of which a key component is the Ste20 kinase [2] . Deletion of ste20 prevents alpha-factor-induced death of a-type cells, and concomitantly prevents the formation of reactive oxygen species (Table 1) . Interestingly, homologues of the MAP kinase pathway have been shown to play a major role in programmed cell death development in higher cells [4] , suggesting a parallel between the pathways inducing cell death in yeast and higher cells.
One of the consequences of MAP kinase cascade activation is the induction of a number of proteins [4] . To test whether this downstream effect of the pheromone action is important for programmed cell death development, we checked whether inhibition of protein synthesis prevents pheromone-induced cell death. As shown in Table 1 , cycloheximide inhibits reactive oxygen species production and the accumulation of dead cells.
The downstream events of programmed cell death in higher cells usually require mitochondria (see [1] for review). We tested whether yeast without functional mitochondria undergo pheromone-induced programmed cell death. We were interested in whether pheromone-induced programmed cell death occurs in native conditions. We mixed cells of α α and a type and monitored the appearance of reactive oxygen species-positive and dead cells. As shown in Table 1 and Figure  1D , ~30% of the cells were reactive oxygen species-positive under these conditions, similar to the experiments with added pheromone. The percentage of dead cells was higher than control cells (cells without any pheromone additions) but lower than a-type cells with alpha-factor added. Apparently local concentrations of pheromones in the matinginduced agglutinates of α α and a cells are potentially high enough to induce cell death, but successful mating reverses or prevents programmed cell death. Indeed, it is logical to expect that the altruistic suicide of a yeast cell is a relatively rare event under normal physiological conditions. In line with such an explanation once two cells fuse and form a diploid they lose their sensitivity to pheromones [2] . To check the possibility that cell fusion during mating prevents programmed cell death, we incubated a mixture of α α and a cells with 5 mM chloroquine. (Chloroquine at 5 mM does not significantly affect vegetative growth but does prevent zygote formation by inhibiting cell wall degradation necessary for fusion [9] .) As shown in Table 1 , row 10 and Figure 1D , ~ 30% of mating cells die in the presence of chloroquine. Chloroquine is not toxic to non-mating cells ( Table 1, row 11) , nor does it affect the percentage of a cells killed by α α-factor (compare rows 12 and 2, Table 1 ). As expected, the antiapoptotic agent cyclosporin A rescues the chloroquine-induced death in the mixture of a and α α cells (Table 1, row 13 and Figure  1D ). Thus in yeast, mating-induced cell agglutination without fusion leads to programmed cell death. These data on mixtures of α α and a cells suggest that programmed cell death is a natural part of the yeast mating process. Interestingly, the plant antibiotic osmotin activates one of the components of the yeast mating kinase cascade [10] which leads to apopotosis-like cell death [11] , suggesting that plants can use this natural process of mating-linked cell death to defend themselves against pathogenic fungi.
Our data show that S. cerevisiae can induce what seems in outline to be similar to programmed cell death development in animal cells. However, yeast do not have caspases, components of the major apoptotic machinery in animal cells [12] . Programmed cell death has also been described for plant cells, although genes encoding typical caspases have not been found in plants [13] . Similarly, bacteria lack caspases and still undergo programmed cell death under certain conditions [14, 15] . On the other hand, programmed cell death pathways exist that do not involve caspases. The extent to which caspaseindependent cell death is used in animal cells is unclear, but the data in more primitive organisms suggest that caspase-independent programmed cell death might represent a more ancient form of active cell death.
